Last week we had two meeting to install and get used to the tools, Application Designer and Integration Server.

On Wednesday Damir and I studied on Application Designer after the meeting. We tried the things which are the subject of the meeting. Also we worked on the update of living schedule on this meeting.

On Saturday we continued on the Job-seeker module. We implemented some parts of CV Creation and Seek Job modules.

Next week we will have two or three meetings. We will plan to finalize the job-seeker module also start employer module.

This week we have been trying to better understand the tools provided by SoftwareAG again and our main concern has been the demo which we will present on 1st of April. We worked on the update of the living schedule of our team, and then we further studied integration server, WebMethods and application designer. We mainly continued to the development of our portal.

Derya GULERARSLAN - Al VA
During the last week we made two meetings. During which we examined Application Designer and Integration Server – the tools provided to us by SoftwareAG. On Wednesday there was a presentation by Software AG mostly about Application Designer but it was also helpful in sense of solving problems we have encountered during previous usage of both Application Designer and Integration Server. As usually in the last week we updated the living schedule. On Saturday we made wrote some code for demo.

Next week we plan 2-3 meetings, now that the demo date is closing up we need to work hard.

*Damir Kalashnikov/AIVA*

This week, we had two meetings and mainly we worked on development of our project. We tried to improve our knowledge about the tools of Software AG, Application Designer and Integration Server. We updated our living schedule and website of our aive company. I individually worked on Integration Server and tried to understand better.

*Fatma UREK/ AIVA*